Examples Sentences Using Homonyms

A homonym is a word that has the same pronunciation and/or spelling as another word but a different meaning. For example, mean (as in average) and mean (as in nasty) are homonyms—they have the same spelling and pronunciation but different meanings.

In this lesson, you will learn 7 common English homonyms and their definitions with example sentences. Light definition list 25 homonym sentences examples use up yield to phrasal verbs take aback talk up phrasal verbs sentence examples stay behind switch over phrasal verbs sentence examples touch turn up phrasal verbs example sentences tear apart tie up, homophones sentences one of the best ways to learn about homophones is to see how the different words are used in sentences as this helps to provide some context for how each one should be used.

Some examples of sentences using homonyms are:

- Aunt ant: I went to see my aunt on her farm and found out she had set up an ant farm in a container on the table.

Homonyms homographs and homonyms are different categories of words that many find confusing. We will define homophones, homographs, and homonyms and look at some example sentences.

Write three or more sentences on the board that will use the same homonym homograph to fill in a blank. Give possible choices for the missing word. Have students choose one word which fits every sentence some of the word choices may fit other sentences but one word should fit all sentences.

Homonyms homographs and homonyms words that have the same spelling and same pronunciation but different meanings directions choose a or b example i hope you are not lying a to me a telling a lie my books are lying b on the table b being in a horizontal position 1.

Homonyms homonyms broadly defined refer to words that sound and look the same but have different meanings where homographs look the same and homophones sound the same. A common example of a homonym are the words left and left. They look exactly the same are spelled the same and if you pronounce them aloud they also sound the same. These examples sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word homonym. Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.

Examples of homonyms by yourdictionary homonyms are two words that are spelled the same and sound the same but have different meanings. The word homonym comes from the prefix homo which means the same and the suffix nym which means name, as an email marketer you need to review your email content to avoid making embarrassing grammar mistakes.
everyone occasionally makes grammar mistakes a prevalent source of blunder occurs with using the wrong word that sounds the same as the word you intended to use we call these homophones or homonyms, can you spot the homonyms in the sentence the baseball pitcher drank a pitcher of water a homonym is a word that is said or spelled the same way as another word but has a different meaning write and right is a good example of a pair of homonyms, presenting to you 50 such difficult homonyms with examples and sentences solutions you wont forget ever be it a grammar test the english section of cat clat gre bank po csat or any other competitive entrance exam trust me you are all set, some examples of sentences using homonyms are aunt ant i went to see my aunt on her farm and found out she had set up an ant farm in a container on the table, the homonyms in the examples below are words that sound alike but are spelled differently von the examples in the homographs section cover those words that sound the same and are spelled the same but have different meanings ride vs ride what are homonyms with examples a homonym is a word that is pronounced the same as another word with a different meaning when the words have the same spelling they are known as homographs when they have different spellings they are called homophones looking for sentences and phrases with the words here are some examples sentence examples much of the chatter derives from the abundance of homonyms in chinese where a single sound can carry many meanings each court reporter might use different conventions to represent homonyms or other ambiguous words things here you have some examples of sentences with homophone words brake break use the brake to stop the car the dish did not break when it was dropped buy by i will buy a book at the store we walked by the school capital capitol the capital is the largest city in the state use a capital letter to begin a sentence homonyms or multiple meaning words are words that share the same spelling and the same pronunciation but have different meanings for example bear a bear the animal can bear tolerate very cold temperatures the driver turned left opposite of right and left departed from the main road meaning of homonyms homographs and homophones their explanation and use in sentences homonyms are words that sound alike and have same spellings but have different meanings homo means same and graph means to draw or write, sentence examples in 1895 c s sargent assigned it the name r michauxii to correct michaux s use of a homonym and to honor its discoverer trogini based on trogus is a junior homonym of trogidae macleay 1819 based on the coleopterous genus trox fabricius, the fillers did not include polysemous words or homonyms with intentionally confusing uses and were all one sentence example filler sentences included the mother answered the phone after the ringing woke her timothy stamped his feet and muttered but nobody knew what because he is so quiet the bully who pushed the man into the table this homophones exercises exercises 1 fill in the blanks using the right choice given in brackets, for the best answers search on this site https shorturl im axjoa you sound like the personification or hot topic which is not good not to mention that you use the wrong homonym about once a sentence use commas to separate words and word groups in a simple series of three or more items example my estate goes to my husband son daughter in law and nephew note when the last comma in a series comes before and or after daughter in law in the above example it is known as the oxford comma most newspapers and magazines drop the oxford comma homonyms are two or more words that have the same sound or spelling but differ in meaning learn more about the term and see some examples learn about homonyms and see examples glossary of grammatical and rhetorical terms share flipboard email learn about interrogative sentences in grammar and see examples the more familiar word homonym heard in classrooms from early grades on has become an all inclusive term that describes not only words that are both homophonic and homographic but words in sentences which words that sound alike look alike
list of true homonyms jump to navigation jump to search homonyms are words that are pronounced the same as each other and spelled the same yet have different meanings the category is somewhat subjective because words sometimes have related only very slightly different meanings some authors use the term more activities to teach esl students homonyms your students either have to produce examples using homonyms or come up with the different meanings a homonym can have students would have two, homonyms examples list of homonyms with examples list of homonyms in english with example sentences address address i can give you the address of a good attorney that letter was addressed to me band band
homonym as each of the two or more words having the same spelling and or pronunciation or different spelling and or pronunciation but different meanings and origins, and they obviously have different meanings take for example the word desert and dessert desert is the barren land or to abandon something and dessert is the sweets we eat at the end of a meal let us now take a look at some examples of homonyms that we use in our vocabulary, 16 sentence examples 1 two words are homonyms if they are pronounced or spelled the same way but have different meanings 2 ensure that synonyms and homonyms are recognised 3 no and know are homonyms 4 homonym is a word that is pronounced, use sample sentences with blank spaces to help students learn how identify the correct homophones based on contextual cues have students make an a to z list of homophone pairs using all of the english homophones they know as well as examples from their native language, vocabulary spelling and context can help anyone master these word groups for clarity weve brought them all together on one page it makes it easier to learn the difference among the three types of words using the definitions and homonyms homophones and homographs examples below
Homonyms examples examples of Homonyms Examples10.com
April 21st, 2019 - A homonym same name is a word that has the same pronunciation and or spelling as another word but a different meaning. For example mean an average and mean nasty are homonyms. They are identical in spelling and pronunciation but different in meaning.

English Homonyms – Espresso English
April 15th, 2019 - Vocabulary Builder Course What are Homonyms? Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and the same pronunciation but have different definitions depending on the context. In this lesson you’ll learn 7 common English homonyms and their definitions with example sentences.

Light Definition
List 25 Homonyms
April 17th, 2019 - List 25 Homonym Sentence examples use up – yield to Phrasal Verbs take aback – talk up Phrasal Verbs Sentence examples stay behind – switch over Phrasal Verbs Sentence examples touch at – turn up Phrasal Verbs Sentence examples tear apart – tie up Phrasal Verbs Sentence examples

Homophones Sentences Welcome To Homophone List
April 20th, 2019 - Homophones Sentences. One of the best ways to learn about homophones is to see how the different words are used in sentences as this helps to provide some context for how each one should be used. We’ve therefore created more than 100 homophone sentences below as examples for you to use.
Some examples of sentences using homonyms are:

Aunt Ant — I went to see my aunt on her farm and found out she had set up an ant farm in a container on the table.

Building Vocabulary Using Homonyms Super Duper

April 10th, 2019 — Write three or more sentences on the board that will use the same homonym homograph to fill in a blank. Give possible choices for the missing word. Have students choose one word which fits every sentence. Some of the word choices may fit other sentences but one word should fit all sentences.

What are the 20 homonyms with sentences of each of them?

April 21st, 2019 — The most restrictive definition takes homonyms to be words that are spelled the same but are different in pronunciation and meaning such as the bow of a ship and bow that shoots arrows. Note that both "bows" come from the same root meaning "arch bend." Another example is sewer waste pipe and sewer of cloth.

Homonyms Homographs Homophones English Worksheets

April 17th, 2019 — Homonyms Homographs and Homophones. Homonyms: Words that have the same spelling and same pronunciation but different meanings. Directions: Choose a or b. Example: I hope you are not lying a to me a telling a lie. My books are lying b on the table b being in a horizontal position.
Homograph Examples – PDF

April 20th, 2019 - Homonyms broadly defined refer to words that sound and look the same but have different meanings. Where homographs look the same and homophones sound the same, homonyms are a combination of the two. A common example of a homonym are the words left and left. They look exactly the same are spelled the same and if you pronounce them aloud they also sound the same.

Homonym Definition of Homonym by Merriam Webster

April 29th, 2019 - These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word homonym. Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.

English Language Centre Understand and Use Homonyms

April 21st, 2019 - A definition and examples are given before moving on to consider polysemy, homographs and homophones which are all part of the same word class family. Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and pronunciation but different meanings. Denotation is the meaning that is expressed by the word, while connotation refers to the associations that a word brings to mind. For example:

Examples of Homonyms examples.yourdictionary.com

April 21st, 2019 - Examples of Homonyms By YourDictionary. Homonyms are two words that are spelled the same and sound the same but have different meanings. The word “homonym” comes from the prefix “homo-” which means the same and the suffix “nym” which means name.

Homonyms and Homophones Avoid These Common Copywriting

April 16th, 2019 - As an email marketer, you need to review your email content to avoid making embarrassing grammar mistakes. Everyone occasionally makes grammar mistakes. A prevalent source of blunder occurs with using the wrong word that sounds the same as the word you intended to use. We call these homophones or homonyms.
April 18th, 2019 - Can you spot the homonyms in the sentence 'The baseball pitcher drank a pitcher of water'? A homonym is a word that is said or spelled the same way as another word but has a different meaning. 'While' and 'right' is a good example of a pair of homonyms.

50 Difficult Homonyms With Examples And Unforgettable
April 19th, 2019 - Presenting to you 50 such difficult homonyms with examples and sentences – solutions you won’t forget ever be it a grammar test the English section of CAT CLAT GRE Bank PO CSAT or any other competitive entrance exam – trust me you are all set.

Can you give examples of 30 homonyms with sentences
April 19th, 2019 - Some examples of sentences using homonyms are Aunt Ant I went to see my aunt on her farm and found out she had set up an ant farm in a container on the table.

Homonyms Let kids lead
April 21st, 2019 - The homonyms in the examples below are words that sound alike but are spelled differently. son vs sun. The examples in the Homographs section cover those words that sound the same and are spelled the same but have different meanings, ride vs riddle.

Homonyms What are Homonyms
April 19th, 2019 - What Are Homonyms with Examples A homonym is a word that is pronounced the same as another word with a different meaning. When the words have the same spelling they are known as homographs. When they have different spellings they are called homophones. Examples of Homonyms.

How to use homonyms in a sentence WordHippo
April 18th, 2019 - Looking for sentences and phrases with the word homonym? Here are some examples: Sentence Examples Much of the chatter derives from the abundance of homonyms in Chinese where a single sound can carry many meanings. Each court reporter might use different conventions to represent homonyms or other ambiguous words.
Homophones sentences examples examples of Homophones
April 19th, 2019 - things Here you have some examples of sentences with homophone words Brake break Use the brake to stop the car The dish did not break when it was dropped Buy by I will buy a book at the store We walked by the school Capital capitol The capital is the largest city in the state Use a capital letter to begin a sentence

What are some examples of homonyms in sentences Quora
April 19th, 2019 - Homonyms or multiple meaning words are words that share the same spelling and the same pronunciation but have different meanings For example bear A bear the animal can bear tolerate very cold temperatures The driver turned left opposite of right and left departed from the main road

HOMONYMS HOMOGRAPHES amp HOMOPHONES Lessons24x7
April 20th, 2019 - Meaning of Homonyms Homographs and Homophones Their Explanation and Use in Sentences Homonyms are words that sound alike and have same spellings but have different meanings Homo means Same and Graph means to draw or write

How to use homonym in a sentence WordHippo
April 11th, 2019 - Sentence Examples In 1895 C S Sargent assigned it the name R michauxii to correct Michaux s use of a homonym and to honor its discoverer Trogini based on Trogus is a junior homonym of Trogidae MacLeay 1819 based on the coleopterous genus Trox Fabricius

Polysemy in Sentence Comprehension Effects of Meaning
January 18th, 2017 - The fillers did not include polysemous words or homonyms with intentionally confusing uses and were all one sentence Example filler sentences included. The mother answered the phone after the ringing woke her. Timothy stamped his feet and muttered but nobody knew what because he is so quiet. The bully who pushed the man into the table this

Homophones Exercises Examples and Exercises for April 20th, 2019 - Homophones Exercises Exercises 1 Fill in the blanks using the right choice given in brackets

Write 10 examples of homonyms and use it in a sentence April 17th, 2019 – For the best answers search on this site https shorturl im axJOA. You sound like the personification or hot topic which is not good. Not to mention that you use the wrong homonym about once a sentence

Commas Punctuation Rules April 18th, 2019 - Use commas to separate words and word groups in a simple series of three or more items. Example: My estate goes to my husband, son, daughter in law, and nephew. Note: When the last comma in a series comes before and or or after daughter in law, in the above example it is known as the Oxford comma. Most newspapers and magazines drop the Oxford.

Learn About Homonyms and See Examples ThoughtCo April 21st, 2019 - Homonyms are two or more words that have the same sound or spelling but differ in meaning. Learn more about the term and see some examples. Learn About Homonyms and See Examples. Glossary of Grammatical and Rhetorical Terms. Share Flipboard Email. Learn About Interrogative Sentences in Grammar and See Examples.
April 21st, 2019 - The more familiar word homonym heard in classrooms from early grades on has become an all inclusive term that describes not only words that are both homophonic and homographic but words that are either one or the other In common parlance then words that sound alike look alike or both can be called homonyms

200 Homonyms Homophones and Homographs ThoughtCo
April 21st, 2019 - Homonyms Homophones and Homographs Below is a listing of some the most common homonyms homophones and homographs The first column contains homonyms in alphabetical order while the second and third columns list the corresponding homonym homophone or homograph as applicable

List of true homonyms Wikipedia
April 21st, 2019 - List of true homonyms Jump to navigation Jump to search Homonyms are words that are pronounced the same as each other and spelled the same yet have different meanings The category is somewhat subjective because words sometimes have related only very slightly different meanings Some authors use the term more

Activities to Teach ESL Students Homonyms Study com
April 21st, 2019 - Activities to Teach ESL Students Homonyms your students either have to produce examples using homonyms or come up with the different meanings a homonym can have students would have two

Homonym List of 300 Homonyms in English with Examples
April 16th, 2019 - Homonyms Examples List of Homonyms with Examples Learn list of homonyms in English with example sentences Address – Address I can give you the address of a good attorney That letter was addressed
Homonyms Worksheets English Worksheets Land
April 19th, 2019 - Complete the sentences below using these 5 homonym pairs Underline Them – In the passage identify and underline at least 6 different pairs of homonyms Id Them – After reading the meaning underline the associated homonym in the sentence

Homonym dictionary definition homonym defined
April 18th, 2019 - homonym definition The definition of a homonym is a word that has the same pronunciation and sometimes the same spelling as another but has a different meaning noun An example of a homonym is the word ant an insect and aunt your parent s si

Use homonym in a sentence homonym sentence examples
April 21st, 2019 - Homonym Sentence Examples You should be very careful about mixing up a homonym and homophone in your test Even though a homonym may be pronounced exactly like another word it has a completely different meaning The concept of a homonym is often confused or used interchangeably with that of a homophone or homograph

Use homophone in a sentence homophone sentence examples
April 21st, 2019 - Example sentences with the word homophone homophone example sentences Definitions SentencesSentence examples Homophone Sentence Examples Julie would have aced her quiz if she hadn t mixed up a homonym with a homophone You should be very careful about mixing up a homonym and homophone in your test

Funny and Punny – Fun with Homonyms English With Linda
April 20th, 2019 - Funny and Punny Fun with Homophones Funny and Punny Fun with Homonyms Taylor Mali A gifted poet The the impotance of proofreading Alexander Penn Translation Confession Homographs if you can read these properly your English is A OK English Is Funny Books Translated All translations from Hebrew into
English

English Homonyms Dual meaning Words in English Speak
April 19th, 2019 - There are many words in English that have multiple meanings. In today's English lesson with your new English teacher Alisha, you will learn about such dual meaning words which are very common in English conversation. Yes, you often use them regularly in your spoken English. They are called Homonyms. Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and pronunciation but have different meanings.

Sentences with the homonyms address book and bank
April 19th, 2019 - Homonyms are those words written and pronounced identically. To better understand, let's see the following examples: Address 1 noun, direction, place; where someone lives. Residence 2 verb, action that shows the way you speak to the other to refer to the others. She told me to come to this address and meet her.

Homonym vs Homophone vs Homograph
Choose Your Words
April 20th, 2019 - homonym Can you spot the homonyms in the sentence? The baseball pitcher drank a pitcher of water. A homonym is a word that is said or spelled the same way as another word but has a different meaning. Write “and” “right” is a good example of a pair of homonyms.

A Complete List of Homonyms English for Students
Homonyms Homographs and Homophones Meaning Videos Examples
April 19th, 2019 - And they obviously have different meanings Take for example the word desert and dessert “Desert” is the barren land or to abandon something And “dessert” is the sweets we eat at the end of a meal Let us now take a look at some examples of homonyms that we use in our vocabulary

Homonym in a sentence esp good sentence like quote
April 18th, 2019 - 16 sentence examples 1 Two words are homonyms if they are pronounced or spelled the same way but have different meanings 2 Ensure that synonyms and homonyms are recognised 3 No and know are homonyms 4 Homonym is a word that is pronounced

Examples of Homophones examples yourdictionary.com
April 20th, 2019 - Use sample sentences with blank spaces to help students learn how identify the correct homophones based on contextual cues Have students make an A to Z list of homophone pairs using all of the English homophones they know as well as examples from their native language

Homophones and Homonyms List SpellingCity
April 21st, 2019 - VocabularySpellingCity can help anyone master these word groups For clarity we've brought them all together on one page It makes it easier to learn the difference among the three types of words using the definitions and homonyms homophones and homographs examples below